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3 Ubicaciones indicadas 

 by Anne-Sophie Ofrim   

GlasMagasinet 

"Classic Department Store"

GlasMagasinet is one of Norway's oldest and most exclusive department

store. Its location close to Stortorvet and Karl Johans Gate makes it is

easy to find. With more than 50 departments, ranging from Scandinavian

crystal to fashion, it has to be worth a visit. The atmosphere is one of

elegance and style merge with the modern and the traditional. The four

floors are easy to get around on and cafes and restaurants at various

points enhance the already pleasant experience.

 +47 22 82 2300  www.glasmagasinet.no/  glasmagasinet@klpeiendo

m.no

 Stortorvet 9, Oslo

 by Helge Høifødt   

Ambiente 

"Classy Clothing For Women"

If you are in a seemingly endless search of clothing that is up-to-date with

current styles but maintains a classic look, than look no further than

Ambiente. Located at Karl Johans Gate, this shop stocks a wide range of

clothing and accessories for women. The shop carries well-known

designers such as Armani, J Brand and an assortment of local Norwegian

brands. Items like shoes, purses and scarves are also for sale and will

perfectly tie together your new outfit!

 +47 22 41 62 29  www.ambiente.no/  Karl Johans Gate 11, Oslo

 by Associated Fabrication   

Freudian Kicks 

"Modern Menswear"

Nestled in central Oslo lies a perfect shopping destination for fashionable

men. This independent shop carries all kinds of styles of clothing, from

casual streetwear to more edgy, interesting pieces and even some

dressier clothes as well. In addition to the clothing, Freudian Kicks carries

a great selection of shoes. The space itself is very modern, almost giving

off the feel of an art gallery due to the modern art tastefully displayed on

the walls.

 +47 22 42 93 00  www.freudiankicks.com/  mail@freudiankicks.com  Prinsensgate 10B, Oslo
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